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 Description: Audio enhancer MP3 FLAC CDs Customizable - Batch Process Powerful parameters can be edited from the GUI,
from within your audio files, or via the command line. Alone it can modify any number of MP3 and FLAC files, but as well as a

self- contained batch processing application, it can be made to run as a daemon and manage many batches simultaneously in a
simple and flexible way. It can also be made to talk to other applications by creating custom XMMS plugins. The GUI is highly
configurable with support for many languages. You can control your volume up to 20 times, and of course there's the power and

quality of editing the audio parameters. Additionally, within the GUI you can have a number of different skins to view your
audio files in. Moreover, you can have multiple instances of your application running simultaneously on your desktop. We have
included a full user manual and all the documentation in the Help/Doc folder within the archive. Thanks, and please have a look

at the User's Manual and the Examples directory within the archive. **** The Stereo Enhancer is an application for the
modification of the stereo audio of MP3 and FLAC audio files. *** The audio files must be in.wav format. **** The

application can work without administrator rights and without writing to the disk. *** If you wish to run the application as a
daemon, you will need to set the environmental variable AUDIO_STEREOSUB to /home/USERNAME/StereoSub.exe *** It is
recommended to keep the stereo files in the same folder as your audio files. *** The application works by modifying the stereo
part of the audio in.wav files and displays a new window with the altered files. *** The application does not delete the original

files. *** The application does not generate other audio files. *** The application does not use any resources. *** The
application does not need internet access. *** The application does not write to the hard disk. *** The application does not

open any documents or 82157476af
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